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BRIXTON LIVEABLE NEIGHBOURHOOD 
 

SUMMARY 

Brixton Liveable Neighbourhood aims to realise the great potential Brixton has for walking and 
cycling, making a significant contribution to the Mayor’s ambitious objectives for sustainable, healthy 
streets, which the council shares. It aims to tackle the town centre’s air quality and traffic congestion 
issues and support the growth in jobs and homes planned for the area. The transformation of Atlantic 
Road in Brixton town centre is a central ambition, complemented with proposals to create ‘low traffic 
neighbourhoods’ in adjacent residential areas, reaching into areas of deprivation and linking 
communities together. Benefits to the wider area and to London as a whole will be realised through 
the delivery of strategically important ‘healthy routes’ that converge in the town centre, serving both 
local trips and the wider sub-region. Brixton Liveable Neighbourhood is the cornerstone of Lambeth’s 
ambitious new Transport Strategy, which seeks to transform the way we think about transport, 
putting people before traffic, allowing people to live healthier lives and creating better places for 
everyone to enjoy. 
 

ENGAGEMENT WITH THE COMMUNITY 

Engagement with the people who live, work and visit Brixton is critical to this project. There’s no point 
building new public places and changing the way our streets work if this isn’t planned with the people 
of Brixton for the people of Brixton. While our bid to TfL contains plenty of bold ideas, the only thing 
that is fixed at this stage is our ambition and determination to make Brixton and the surrounding area 
a better, healthier place with cleaner air, safer more accessible streets and support for the unique mix 
of local businesses and attractions in the area.  

Key aims for our engagement are: 

 Promoting social inclusion and community safety by bringing communities together 

 Working with businesses to allow them to thrive with a better environment for everyone 

 Focusing on improving access to our estates including outreach work with young people 

 Working closely with schools, faith and neighbourhood groups in the area 

 Giving a voice to those sometimes excluded from major projects of this kind and considering 
the needs of the whole community 

 Practical demonstrations, events and promotions to get everyone involved 

 Opportunities for local people to reclaim and take ownership of their streets 

 

OUR SUCCESSFUL BID 

At the heart of our proposal are improvements to Atlantic Road to make it more people friendly. 
 
Atlantic Road is an important and historic street in Brixton town centre with over 55 businesses on 
the road itself and entrances into Brixton’s distinctive covered shopping streets and Brixton rail 
station. It should be a great street for walking and cycling, but in practice the opposite is true, with 
motor traffic dominating the space. Approximately 6,000 vehicles travel on the road each day and the 
footways are inadequate for the number of people using them.  
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Atlantic Road traffic 

 
Our ideas for Atlantic Road include: 
 

- Removing general traffic while maintaining access for goods vehicles 
- Full access for cycles, buses and emergency services 
- Extended footways, safer crossing points and junctions 
- Refurbished and de-cluttered public realm 
- Rationalised loading and servicing with incentives for low emissions vehicles 
- A ‘zero emissions zone’ to tackle air quality issues 

As well as Atlantic Road we propose to improve the public realm at the northern end of Railton Road 
and on Coldharbour Lane near the planned new theatre. These are areas of high footfall where we 
think we need to make a significant investment to improve access and support the local economy, but 
improvements across the town centre can be considered. We will also be bringing forward ideas for 
significant improvements to Brixton Station Road as part of our successful bid to the Mayor’s Good 
Growth Fund. 

But our proposal goes well beyond the town centre to look at how we can create better opportunities 
for healthy, active travel across the area. In our bid we focussed on a number of key routes into the 
town centre used by both local people and many others from further afield. These routes are part of 
the Healthy Route Network we identified in our Draft Transport Strategy. On these routes we will 
need to either provide separate, protected lanes for cycling, or to significantly reduce traffic levels. A 
key part of our proposal is to deliver ‘low traffic neighbourhoods’, focussing on whole areas rather 
than single streets.  

By reducing motor traffic we hope to capitalise on the huge potential for walking and cycling in the 
area that TfL has identified. The Analysis of Walking Potential identifies Brixton as having the greatest 
potential for walking of any major centre in London. The equivalent cycling analysis also shows that 
there are a high number of potential cycling trips and that several high priority strategic cycling routes 
intersect in Brixton. Our aim is to deliver the greatest realisation of this potential of any major centre 
in London and for this to act as a trigger to release many other healthy, active trips from across 
Lambeth and beyond.  
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The residential areas surrounding Brixton town centre are open for ‘rat running’ traffic. The historical 
layout of the rail network and limited number of crossing points means traffic is funnelled through 
these. This means local roads, such as Ferndale Road and Railton Road, are disproportionately busy 
and established ‘rat-runs’. The development of a Liveable Neighbourhood will seek to address these 
issues and change the way these streets function. Protecting local streets from through traffic will 
help pave the way for major improvements to Brixton Road that will be needed to create a safer, 
healthier, more people friendly town centre in the future. 
 
We are well aware that changes to main roads, particularly Brixton Road, will be required if we are to 
address key issues such as air quality. This project will make it safer and easier to cross Brixton Road, 
but it won’t tackle all the problems caused by the sheer amount of traffic on the A23. That is why we 
are working closely with TfL on related  schemes that can do this, such as the Safer Junctions 
programme and the proposals for Cycle Future Route 15 which will run along the A23 from Streatham 
to Oval. 
 
We are also mindful that the project needs to have a broad focus and is not just a traditional 
transport project. For example we need to support community cohesion, enable more human 
interaction and stronger relationships and help to reduce crime and create safer spaces. We hope to 
use our Liveable Neighbourhood programme as a platform to engage the community, including 
offering opportunities to young people and marginalised groups.  
 

PROPOSALS MAP 

The town centre sits at the heart of the Liveable Neighbourhood proposal. In the map below, the 
main road network, including TfL roads, is highlighted in purple and is largely out of scope. We will 
however deliver a new, safer junction and crossing of Brixton Road as part of the project. 

 

The project boundary is an approximate 15 minute walk from the town centre. There are three 
distinct neighbourhood areas where interventions are proposed and these are shown hatched in grey. 
But improvements can be considered across the scheme area. 

 

‘Ferndale neighbourhood’ is to the west of the town centre, ‘Railton’ is to the south and 
‘Loughborough’ to the east.  

 

Each neighbourhood has an associated ‘healthy route’ for walking and cycling, identified in TfL’s 
analysis as being of high importance. These are shown by the blue dotted lines. Our proposal aims to 
create low traffic neighbourhoods in these areas and deliver better conditions for walking and cycling, 
safer streets and cleaner air for everyone. 

 

Large estates are highlighted in purple, schools shown by blue balloons and green spaces by the child 
on the swing. Schools and estate residents will be key stakeholders for this project. 
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NEIGHBOURHOOD PROPOSALS 

 

Railton 

The ‘Railton’ neighbourhood is largely made up of terraced streets laid out in a traffic-porous grid 
pattern. Close to the railway line, forming the eastern boundary of the neighbourhood, runs Railton 
Road connecting Herne Hill and Brixton town centres. The railway line acts as a barrier for east/west 
traffic movement but there is a pedestrian subway under the railway, Somerleyton Passage. The 
western boundary is the A2214, Dulwich Road and A23, Brixton Road. St Matthew’s estate sits 
between Effra and Brixton Roads, and we would like to also include improvements here.  

At the heart of the proposals for Railton is delivering better conditions for pedestrians, people who 
cycle and use buses between Herne Hill and the town centre. Railton Road currently carries 
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approximately 6,000 vehicles a day. We think the best way to achieve this is to reduce through traffic 
seeking a shortcut through the area. This would also allow for improved public realm including green 
spaces across the area. 

Ferndale 

The ‘Ferndale’ neighbourhood is bounded by Landor Road to the north, the A23 to the east, Acre Lane 
to the south and Bedford Road to the west. It is made up of a traffic-porous network of terraced 
streets. Ferndale road links Clapham High Street with Brixton town centre and is used by around 
2,500 vehicles each day. The railway line is a barrier to north south movement and we are investing 
nearly £1m in a new footbridge at Hubert Grove to replace the existing one that has reached the end 
of its life.  

Our proposal for this neighbourhood is to create a low-traffic walking and cycling avenue along 
Ferndale Road  We would also like to improve links to Clapham Common through improved public 
space in the Solon Estate and a new cycle/pedestrian crossing over Bedford Road. We anticipate a 
series of public realm interventions and smaller scale community-led projects. We would like to 
create new and improved public spaces across the area. 

Loughborough  

The ‘Loughborough’ neighbourhood is bounded by railway lines to the east. To the west is the A23, 
Brixton town centre and another railway line. We would like to improve access for cycling with a new 
cycle route and pedestrian improvements along Barrington Road and an improved crossing of 
Loughborough Road. This route would link to the town centre with improvements to Brixton Station 
Road as well as to schools to the south of Coldharbour Lane. A central aspect of our proposals is to 
work to improve connection to our housing estates in the area. 
 

WIDER MEASURES 

As well as focussing on public realm improvements in the town centre and improving key walking and 

cycling routes in the wider area, our proposal envisages a whole host of other measures. These would 

include better integration of housing land and public roads, training initiatives, ‘school streets’, secure 

cycle parking, sustainable drainage. We will address locations across the area where road danger 

(perceived and actual) are concerns and introduce new places that the community can enjoy, 

including more green space and places to meet and rest. 

FUNDING 

We are fortunate to have been successful in bidding for £7.9m from TfL for this project. It is important 
to note that this funding will only be released in full when we can demonstrate to TfL that we are 
delivering on the ambitious ideas outlined in our bid. In 2019 we have been awarded a small amount 
of funding to develop project proposals with the community. A further £2m will come from the 
council, including the cost of planned improvements to the Hubert Grove footbridge which is in the 
scheme area.  That gives a total project value of £10m. This is a significant sum, but we believe the 
project represents good value because of the wide area that will benefit – beyond Brixton and indeed 
beyond Lambeth. Delivering these measures in Brixton, where the potential for ‘switchable’ trips is so 
high, is a sound investment in itself. The proposals will deliver a high-quality local network for people 
to walk and cycle, quiet neighbourhoods and new places to enjoy, whilst also prioritising public 
transport in the area. But beyond that, the proposal will deliver a healthy route network serving a 
much wider area.  

 

DELIVERY 

The project is complex and will take a number of years to deliver. In the first instance we need to find 
out more about the changes the community would like to see and we will be engaging as widely as 
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possible in 2019 and in subsequent years. We hope to bring forward ‘quick wins’ as soon as possible. 
We expect to complete project by 2022/23. 


